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I. Welcome   and   Introductions   
౼ Meeting   called   to   order   at   7:02   p.m.   
౼ Board   Members   Present   (Virtually):   Denise   Fulton,   Meghan   Metcalfe,   Kelly   Hodge,   Lesley   

Brooks,   and   Jackie   Smith   
౼ Parents   Present   (Virtually):   27   
౼ Adoption   of   the   Minutes   from   the   August   24,   2020   Meeting.   

Action:     Upon   motion   by   Erin   Ryan   to   adopt   the   August   24,   2020   Meeting   Minutes,   
seconded   by   Aletta   Godden   with   the   amendment   to   the   date   from   August   26th   to   August  
24th,   the   motion   carried   unanimously.   

Documents   Filed:      August   24,   2020   Meeting   Minutes   
  
II. Principal   Report   

౼ Survey   from   District   regarding   returning   to   school   
○ Dr.   Andrews   gave   an   update   on   the   reopening   process   at   the   last   board   meeting.   No   

additional   details   other   than   the   response   from   Dr.   Andrewson   Friday.   
○ Recommendation   to   the   Board   was   to   slow   down   bringing   students   back   until   the   

reopening   plan   can   be   fine-tuned   to   meet   guidelines   from   the   County.   
○ One   of   the   questions   on   the   recent   survey   by   the   District   was   around   the   hybrid   

model   versus   full   day.   The   community   is   fairly   split.   Regardless   of   the   path   that   is   
taken   there   will   be   appropriate   measures   put   into   place.   

○ Not   bringing   TK-1st   back   on   October   13th.   An   updated   reopening   timeline   will   be   
presented   at   the   October   15th   CSD   Board   Meeting.     

౼ Transition   to   hybrid   learning   
○ For   Fammatre,   regardless   of   when   we   come   back,   Fammatre   is   planning   and   

preparing   for   that   return.   
○ Mrs.   Smith   will   be   holding   meetings   with   parents   as   we   get   closer   to   reopening   

regarding   the   details   of   entering   and   leaving   campus,   bathroom   guidelines,   and   
other   details.     

○ Teachers   are   working   on   what   classrooms   will   look   like   and   how   to   utilize   outdoor   
spaces.  

○ HVAC   company   was   on   campus   this   past   week   to   determine   if   systems   were   
functioning   properly   and   the   status   of   the   filters.   They   will   provide   
recommendations   on   what   next   steps   to   take.   

○ Penny   Timboe,   CFO,   and   Jim   Browning,   Director   of   Building   and   Grounds   are   
working   on   ventilation   concerns   that   parents   have   expressed   and   should   be   able   to   
update   Mrs.   Smith   and   the   Fammatre   community   in   the   coming   weeks.     



○ Health   app   has   been   launched   for   District   staff   to   begin   to   answer   screening   
questions   before   coming   on   to   campus.   Hoping   to   use   a   similar   system   when   
children   return   to   campus.   Parents   will   be   asked   to   submit   the   health   screening   form   
online   each   morning   prior   to   bringing   their   students   to   campus.     

○ Flyers   and   posters   regarding   distancing,   hand   washing,   mask   wearing   etc.   will   also   
be   posted   around   school.   

○ Marking   on   walkways   will   be   laid   out   to   promote   distancing.     
○ Videos   or   visual   documentation   will   be   sent   out   before   reopening   to   help   parents   

and   students   prepare   for   what   the   campus   will   look   like   and   what   the   procedures   
will   be.     

○ Biggest   question   currently   is   around   how   cohorts   will   be   determined.   Criteria   is   to   
start   with   combination   classes   (K-1   and   2-3)   those   will   be   broken   up   by   grade   level.   
Next   is   to   review   students   who   receive   services.   Also   looking   at   siblings   so   that   
families   won’t   have   children   in   different   cohorts.   Also   looking   at   extenuating   
circumstances.   Cohort   building   depends   somewhat   on   the   hybrid   model   chosen   (half   
days   or   full   days)   as   well   which   makes   it   hard   to   say   for   certain   which   cohort   
students   are   in   until   hybrid   model   details   are   finalized   by   the   CSD   re-opening   
committee.     

౼ Health   office   has   almost   been   completed   from   damage   sustained   last   year.   Awaiting   
windows   and   plumping   work   but   will   be   completed   before   children   return.     

౼ Goal-setting   conferences   this   week   
○ Instructional   days   ending   at   11:30am   
○ If   you   have   not   yet   scheduled   a   conference   please   do   so.   
○ Also   working   with   reading   assessment   specialists.   For   1st   and   2nd   grade   there   are   3   

reading   assessments   throughout   the   year.   Helps   to   determine   if   additional   support   or   
instruction   is   needed.   3rd,   4th,   and   5th   graders   will   be   assessed   if   they   are   english   
learners   or   identified   as   high   risk   by   the   Fastbridge   Universal   Screen   which   was   
completed   by   all   students   in   September.     

౼ Need   parent   volunteer   to   sit   on   Fammatre   School   Site   Council   
○ One   member   has   moved   into   Price   Middle   School.   You   can   find   information   under   

“For   Families”   link   on   the   Fammatre   website.   The   School   Site   Council   looks   
closely   at   LCAP,   strategic   plans   for   the   school,   school   focuses,   learns   about   budget,   
programs,   gives   input   and   ideas.   Position   will   be   put   out   to   a   vote.   Next   meeting   is   
at   the   end   of   October.     

౼ Questions:   
○ Q)   Information   still   seems   rather   vague   for   reopening.   Are   there   policies,   checklists,   

etc.?   There   are   windows   that   don’t   open.   How   are   items   like   that   being   addressed?   
a) Mrs.   Smith   does   have   a   list   of   items   to   re-open   and   owners   for   each   task.   For   

example,   will   be   walking   through   all   rooms   and   documenting   inventory   
status   of   all   windows.   CFO   Penny   Timbo   and   Grounds   Director   are   working   
on   community   updates   on   how   they   are   responding   to   ventilation   questions.   
Also   looking   individually   at   school   and   programs.   Also   items   like   which   
students   use   which   bathrooms   and   how   that   might   impact   outdoor   usage.   All   
details   will   be   shared   out   before   programs   come   back   to   campus.   A   Principle   
coffee   will   be   hosted   on   October   19   to   begin   to   go   over   these   items   in   detail.     

○ Q)   Concerns   over   what   happens   and   how   to   incentivize   students   to   stay   home   when   
they   are   sick   rather   than   the   opposite.   If   a   student   does   need   to   self-isolate,   how   can   
that   student   participate   in   class?   And   for   the   teachers   there   could   be   issues   with   
students   coming   in   and   out   and   how   will   contract   tracing   be   handled.   

a) Looking   at   how   to   support   students   who   are   staying   home   in   a   way   that   they   
don’t   lose   out   on   learning   for   doing   the   right,   safe   thing   by   staying   home.   
Still   looking   at   how   to   do   this   with   teachers.   Contract   tracing   will   be   



supported   by   the   Health   App   the   process   will   be   overseen   by   our   district  
COVID   designee   and   the   County   Health   Department.   There   are   criteria   in   
place   in   the   District   guidelines   on   “if   this   happens...then   this   will   need   to   
happen”   regarding   if   a   student   or   faculty   member   becomes   infected.   

○ Q)   School   is   not   required   to   perform   tracing.   Relying   on   honesty   of   the   community   
might   not   be   the   best   method.   

a) Other   schools   in   the   region   have   started   to   open   and   we   are   monitoring   and   
using   that   as   an   opportunity   to   learn   from   what   they   are   doing.   Believe   our   
community   is   very   responsible   and   that   most   of   the   families   will   do   right   by   
each   other.     

  
III. President   Updates   

౼ Beth   Erikson   from   CEF   discussing   Read-a-thon   
○ I   am   a   parent   of   a   3rd   and   5th   grader   at   Farnham.   Helping   run   a   read-a-thon   on   

behalf   of   CEF.   Starting   mid-November   through   mid-January   CEF   is   doing   a   District   
wide   read-a-thon.    Looking   for   a   representative   from   each   school   site   to   act   as   a   
cheerleader.    Using   Pledge   Star   website   to   keep   track   of   minutes   read   and   making   it   
a   school   competition.   Trying   to   foster   community   spirit   and   raise   some   funds   for   the   
CEF.   Cambrian   Educational   Foundation   is   an   umbrella   organization   for   all   HSCs   in   
the   District.   Have   been   trying   to   move   in   a   direction   where   they   host/support   more   
community   events.   The   read-a-thon   will   have   different   prizes   for   different   levels.   
Currently   looking   for   community   sponsors.   Would   like   to   map   the   small   
neighborhood   pop-up   libraries.     

○ Fammatre   applied   for   a   book   grant   over   the   summer   which   was   awarded   this   past   
month.   The   large   amount   of   books   made   it   where   we   could   share   with   the   rest   of  
Cambrian.   Distribution   will   occur   on   October   17th   or   18th.   Kids   will   come   by   the   
school   sites   and   be   able   to   pick   out   a   certain   number   of   books.   More   information   on   
pick   up   will   be   provided   later,   for   every   grade.     

○ If   you   want   to   be   the   Fammatre   representative   for   Read-a-Thon,   reach   out   to   
Denise.     

౼ Carol   Presunka   discussing   Measure   R   
○ Deficit   spending   has   been   happening   for   several   years.   District   has   been   looking   at   

ways   to   bring   in   revenue.   One   way   has   been   through   land   development   property   
usage.   Looking   at   increasing   revenue   that   existing   properties   bring   in.   Looking   at   
commercial   options   at   Shred   Dog   site.   At   Metzler,   leaving   enough   land   to   use   as   a   
school   later   if   needed.   Other   portions   of   land   could   be   used   as   a   land   lease   and   land   
exchange.   Land   exchange   will   have   18   homes   developed   on   site.   Developer   will   
find   property   of   equivalent   value   at   another   location   to   provide   a   constant   stream   of   
income.   Working   on   getting   land   re-zoned.   There   have   been   meetings   with   the   City   
and   homeowners   in   the   area.   Looking   for   community   support.   Look   for   the   QR   code   
to   show   support   for   land   development.     

○ Also   going   for   bond   Measure   R   that   will   be   on   the   November   3rd   ballot   to   raise   
money   for   modernization   of   school   and   technology.   Items   like   roofs,   HVAC,   
plumbing,   windows.   The   bond   is   $88   million.   Wish   list   of   facility   improvements   is   
around   $1   billion.   There   have   been   talks   about   what   each   school   will   get.   The   
purpose   of   the   bond   is   to   provide   equity.   There   is   a   5-year   technology   plan   available   
at   the   District   web-site   that   shows   where   we   want   students   to   be   over   the   next   5   
years   and   funding   needed.     

○ Survey   of   community   had   61%   support   of   the   community   during   outreach.   
○ Questions:   

a) Are   we   depending   on   these   bond   funds   to   provide   updates   needed   to   provide   
HVAC   and   other   re-opening   needs?   



(1) No,   HVAC   will   be   provided   regardless   of   the   bond.   Different   funds   
have   different   uses   which   complicate   the   school   budgets   especially   
for   future   planning.   Money   is   set   aside   but   it   is   a   depleting   fund.   

(2) Bond   will   only   be   for   facilities   and   technology.   Not   for   salaries   or   
administration.   Inventory   is   being   performed   at   school   sites   right   
now   and   will   be   prioritized   at   the   Board   meetings.     

b) Noticed   in   HVAC   quote,   Metzler   site   at   Steindorf   weren’t   included.   
(1) This   was   a   mistake   and   they   have   since   been   added.   

c) How   much   of   the   bond   will   be   to   fund   before   school   and   after   school   
programs?   

(1) What   is   in   the   ballot   measure   are   the   only   things   that   can   be   funded.   
Unsure   if   those   facilities   are   included.   There   are   some   after-school   
facilities   that   will   need   updating.   Not   a   substantial   amount   if   any   
money   would   be   assigned   to   after   school   care   facilities.     

d) For   Measure   R,   one   more   thing.   There   is   a   website   with   more   information.   If   
you   want   to   learn   more   about   the   Measure   and   support   it   reach   out   at   
www.supportcambrianschools.org .   There   are   yard   signs   for   your   lawn   and   
other   volunteer   opportunities.     

౼ Janet   Borrison   is   our   Board   Buddy   for   Fammatre   this   year.   
౼ Virtual   Scholastic   Book   Fair   in   November   

○ We   are   having   a   virtual   book   fair,   regardless   if   in   school   or   not.   Working   with   
scholastic   

○ Tentative   dates   are   for   November   13-19.   
౼ Teacher   Appreciation   starting   

○ Starting   this   coming   Wednesday.   Teachers   will   get   goodies   the   first   Wednesday   of   
every   month.   Just   to   show   support.   Teacher   luncheons   are   also   starting   this   month   
beginning   next   week   with   5th   grade   teachers.     

౼ Halloween   Event   (Saturday,   October   24th)   
○ Monster   Boogie   Bash   Boo-Grams   (pick-up   or   delivery)   

a) Can   do   this   in   addition   to   Trick-or-Treat   Trail.   Boo-Gram   can   be   picked   up   
or   delivered   

b) Need   volunteers   to   help   set   up.     
○ Monster   Boogie   Bash   Trick-or-Treat   Trail   ( look   for   sign-up   to   pick   a   time   slot )   

a) Can   only   attend   if   you   sign   up.   Likely   to   be   full   so   sign-up   early.     
b) Front   of   the   school   will   be   decorated.   There   will   be   7   sections.   5   families   at   

a   time.   Families   will   rotate.   
c) Along   the   trail   there   will   be   candy   hanging   on   decorations   or   sticking   out   of   

the   ground   on   skewers.   There   will   be   a   pumpkin   patch,   witches   lair,   etc.   
Exciting   event   to   be   able   to   get   out.   

d) If   you   want   to   go   with   friends,   coordinate   to   pick   the   same   time   slot.   Must   
distance,   wear   a   mask,   and   sanitize   hands   

e) $15   per   family.   Sign-up   genius   out   this   week.   
f) Need   volunteers   to   help   set   up.     
g) Event   will   be   2pm-9pm.   Will   add   hours   earlier   if   we   sell   out.   

౼ Nov   2nd   and   3rd   School   Pictures   
○ Will   be   drive-through   pictures   from   Lifetouch.     
○ Greet   kids   at   the   car.   Into   the   cafeteria   with   a   mask.   Photographer   will   have   a   mask,   

no   touching,   take   pictures,   and   get   out.   Purchasing   will   all   be   done   online.   Whole   
process   should   be   2-3   minutes,   quick   and   easy.   

○ No   group   pictures   are   currently   scheduled,   will   look   at   possibilities   in   the   spring.     
  

IV. Budget   Update   

http://www.supportcambrianschools.org/


౼ Budget   review   
○ No   new   major   budget   expenses.     
○ Reimbursements   for   teachers,   items   for   Project   Cornerstone   and   Makerspace.   
○ Lacey   will   give   an   update   on   Giving   Campaign.   Hoping   to   use   funds   to   bring  

Makerspace   and   more   activities   home   during   virtual   learning.   
○ Question   regarding   bond   measure.   Does   that   impact   budget?   Not   really   because   we   

don’t   cover   those   kinds   of   items   in   the   HSC   budget.     
○ In   the   past,   HSC   has   done   a   lot   to   purchase   technology   items   so   the   bond   measure   

might   help   with   that   but   will   need   to   see   how   items   get   prioritized.     
౼ Vote   to   approve   Auditor   Erin   Ryan   
౼ Action:    Motion   to   approve   Erin   Ryan   as   Home   and   School   Club   Auditor   by   Melissa   

Wuenschel,   seconded   by   Aletta   Godden.   Passed   unanimously.   
  
  

V. Committee   Updates   
౼ Giving   Campaign:   Lacy   Derringer   

○ $10,000   from   families,   $1,700   from   match   so   far   
○ 30   families   have   donated   to   date.   
○ At   26%   of   goal.     
○ About   this   time   last   year   we   had   $35k   in   family   donations   and   over   100   families   that   

had   contributed.     
○ Money   is   hard   right   now   and   we   understand.   Any   amount   is   helpful.   You   can   also   

make   payments   and   just   note   in   comments.   Really   appreciate   any   support   we   are   
getting   right   now.     

౼ Family   Dinner   Night:   Meghan   Metcalfe   
○ Last   month   at   Pizza   My   Heart,   no   numbers   yet   
○ October   20th,   Mendocino   Farms   

a) From   2-9pm,   20%   goes   to   Fammatre.   Have   to   order   online   and   pick   up   
at   the   site,   not   through   DoorDash   or   UberEats.     

౼ Project   Cornerstone:   Lara   Brock   and   Kay   Lathe   
○ Kicking   off   this   month.   Last   pick   up   should   have   received   a   handout   with   a   bucket   

and   envelopes.   If   you   need   one   we   can   get   them   to   you,   let   us   know.   
○ Still   a   few   spots   for   volunteers.   Reader   positions   for   K,   2nd,   3rd,   and   5th   grade.   Does   

not   have   to   be   with   your   child’s   classroom.   
౼ Girls   on   the   Run:   Erika   Foss   

○ Originally   planned   to   move   forward.   This   is   not   site   specific,   spaces   are   among   all   
schools   in   Cambrian.   Waiting   to   see   if   a   better   option   comes   up   in   the   Spring   so   
currently   on   hold.   

౼ Yearbook:   Send   in   pictures!!!   
○ Howard   is   working   on   the   yearbook.   Room   parents   should   be   sending   out   instructions   

on   how   to   send   pictures   in.     
౼ Additional   Committee   Reports   

  
VI. Closing   Comments   

౼ Patience   and   kindness   please!   
౼ Next   HSC   Meeting   will   be   November   2nd   
౼ October   28th   will   be   the   next   instructional   material   pick   up.   
౼ Questions   for   Mrs.   Smith   

1. For   school   pictures,   please   post   details   on   Facebook.   If   you   are   not   getting   room   
parent   emails   let   Denise   know.     

2. Any   thoughts   on   learning   centers   to   assist   students   in   distance   learning   right   now?   



a) CSD   has    started   that   process   for   students   needing   additional   support   with   
supervision   of   Distance   Learning   (not   teaching).   As   a   district,   all   schools   are   
in   parallel   still   planning   and   preparing   for   coming   back   to   in-person   teaching.   
On   site   supervision   of   distance   learning   for   strategic   groups   of   students   is   a   
stepping   stone   onto   that   path.   

3. This   challenge   provides   an   opportunity   to   look   at   new   ways   to   do   things   or   ways   to   
carry   over   some   things   that   have   been   successful   during   distance   learning..   

a) Despite   challenges,   this   has   been   an   opportunity   for   education   to   look   at   the   
way   things   are   done   traditionally   and   how   some   improvements   could   be   made   
or   integrated.   This   is   a   constant   conversation   for   school   staff.   Some   things   we   
won’t   come   back,   others   we   will   integrate   in   the   future.   Currently   very   
focused   on   making   sure   quality   is   there   under   current   conditions.   There   will   
be   time   to   step   back   and   reflect   on   new   ways   we   can   reach   children   once   
things   have   settled   down.   

4. Has   there   been   any   data   collecting   on   effectiveness   on   in-person   versus   online   
learning?   

a) Student   assessment   is   very   important.   Fast   bridge   screening   data   was   an   
interesting   assessment.   Overall,   students   did   better   than   last   year   at   this   time.   
Some   of   that   could   be   due   to   parents   finding   it   hard   to   honor   the   struggle   and   
let   kids   work   through   the   assessment   without   help.   But   even   with   that,   the   
next   reading   assessment   phase   will   provide   very   important   data.   Doing   it   3  
times   this   year   as   well   as   other   assessments.   Writing,   social/emotional   
assessments   are   coming   up   in   mid-late   October.   Normally   several   students   
would   be   referred   for   counselling   at   this   time   but   haven’t   seen   that.    SEL   
screening   assessment   will   help   in   identifying   students   needing   tier   2   
counseling   support   Important   during   goal   setting   conference   to   speak   with   
teachers   regarding   any   challenges,   likely   to   have   some   referrals   during   that   
time.     

5. If   kids   need   to   quarantine   after   reopening,   how   will   they   continue   with   their   
education?   

a) Short   answer   is   not   sure   yet   depends   on   circumstances   and   who   all   is   
impacted   (e.g.   whole   class,   teacher…).   Still   looking   at   developing   plans.   Lots   
of   possibilities   are   being   looked   into   but   not   sure   what   would   be   the   best.   Will   
likely   try   something   and   need   to   adjust   it   depending   on   the   number   of   students   
and   frequency.   

6. Is   there   one   method   for   the   whole   school   or   consideration   on   needs   based   on   grade   
level   and   ability   to   adjust   for   those   needs?   

a) Looking   for   teacher   input   and   engagement   on   best   methods   for   supporting   
students   during   an   extended   absence.   Not   likely   to   have   one   solution   for   each   
age   group   but   still   open   to   listening   and   coming   up   with   ideas.     

7. Plexiglass   tri-folds   have   not   been   listed   as   part   of   standard   equipment.     
a) Providing   those   for   teachers   but   not   for   each   student.   

8. If   we   do   go   back   and   parents   don’t   feel   comfortable   will   online   classes   be   
over-crowded   or   will   virtual   staff   be   added.   

a) We   won’t   over   crowd   virtual   classes.   It   is   a   challenge   to   balance   those   staffing   
needs.   Might   result   in   combo   classes   and/or   change   of   teacher.   Looking   for   
creative   ways   to   accommodate   families   who   are   not   comfortable   sending   
children   back.     

9. Important   to   educate   parents   on   how   to   get   tested.   Several   times   some   thought   they   
had   COVID   but   got   tested   and   came   back   negative.   Interested   if   there   are   plans   on   a   
District   or   County   level   on   how   to   increase   testing   and   provide   easy   testing   



recommendations   to   parents   and   students.   Local,   easy,   and   free.   Are   you   aware   of   any   
such   programs?     

a) Student   services   team   is   working   on   family   resources   to   share.   County   testing   
options   and   locations   will   be   part   of   that   information.     

10. Has   the   issue   of   mold   in   classrooms   been   fixed   or   source   identified?   
a) Clearly   moisture   in   some   classroom   ceilings.   Last   update   was   that   possibly   

condensation   occurred   on   metal   beams   in   the   ceiling   when   rooms   were   closed   
up.   The   Facilities   department   has   tried   different   things   to   mitigate   that.   Not   
sure   what   is   working   and   not,   waiting   on   feedback   from   the   District   team.   If   
rooms   are   deemed   unsafe   then   they   will   not   be   used.   No   one   would   put  
students   or   staff   in   an   unsafe   situation.   Will   share   updates   on   rooms   as   soon   as   
possible.   

b) With   COVID-19   we   don’t   want   students   and   staff   closed   up   in   classrooms   -  
we   want   to   utilize   as   much   natural   ventilation   (windows,   doors,   outdoor   
spaces)   as   possible   when   reopening.     

11. If   a   teacher   with   a   child   who   is   a   student   attending   a   different   class   comes   down   with   
COVID   what   happens   to   those   classrooms?   

a) Exposure   guidelines   are   in   the   District   handbook.   There   is   a   clear   path   on   
what   to   do   if   someone   in   the   cohort   becomes   exposed.     

12. Will   kids   stay   home   on   bad   air   quality   days?   
a) Looking   at   Marin   as   an   example.   There   were   clear   parameters   around   the   air   

quality   index.   If   it   reached   a   certain   point   school   would   be   canceled.   As   a   
District   we   will   need   to   identify   criteria   for   canceling   schools   under   those   
circumstances.   Typically   the   guidance   would   come   from   the   county.   

13. With   extra   classrooms   potentially   available,   will   portables   not   be   used   due   to   poorer   
ventilation?   

a) Not   sure   portables   are   lacking   in   ventilation.   Most   windows   and   doors   open.   
Would   reference   the   HVAC   report   that   is   being   prepared.   A   portable   just   by   
definition   doesn’t   mean   it   has   poor   ventilation.   

14. Why   only   using   guidelines   as   a   bare   minimum   if   we   are   trying   to   be   preventative.   
District   and   County   guidelines   are   almost   identical.   Any   other   guidance   outside   of   the   
handbook?   

a) County   and   State   health   departments   are   the   experts   on   health   and   safety.   We   
defer   to   those   guidelines.   Cambrian   is   requiring   masks   for   all   TK-8   students  
which   is   more   than   the   county   requires.   Not   sure   how   much   more   will   be   
considered.   There   have   been   lots   of   discussions   and   consideration   around   
those   guidelines   and   what   should   or   should   not   be   included.     

15. How   many   high   risk   teachers   do   we   have?   
a) Cannot   provide   that   amount   due   to   privacy   concerns.   There   were   teachers   in   

the   district   involuntarily   transferred   to   VSP   at   the   beginning.     
16. If   teachers   were   high   risk   could   they   transfer   to   VSP   or   virtual   class   

a) HR   department   is   working   directly   with   teachers   with   concerns.   
17. When   limiting   high   aerosol   producing   activities,   what   will   kids   be   getting   from   an   

in-person   learning   situation   and   what   will   they   be   able   to   do?   
a) It   will   look   different   from   what   we   are   used   to.   Teachers   are   very   creative   and   

working   to   make   it   a   meaningful   experience   for   students.   Will   also   be   based   
on   the   model   that   we   proceed   forward   with,   whether   half   day   or   full   day   
hybrid   model.   Either   option   will   provide   opportunities   to   build   relationships   
with   students   and   teachers.   Students   will   adapt   to   the   new   setting.     

18. For   the   medical   offices,   are   there   plans   to   handle   isolation   and   quarantine.   
a) Looking   at   two   different   options   for   plans   for   isolation   and   quarantine.   Office   

space   currently   being   used   for   the   temporary   health   office   will   likely   be   an   



isolation   area.   If   multiple   people   need   isolation   the   plan   would   need   to   look   at   
a   bigger   space.   New   health   office   space   will   be   used   for   typical   bumps   and   
bruises   injuries.   Still   trouble-shooting   the   plan   but   that   is   most   likely   the   way   
it   will   be   done.   

19. Is   there   a   definition   of   what   a   mask   is   and   plans   to   communicate   that?   For   students   
who   are   consistently   unable   to   wear   a   mask   what   is   the   plan   for   addressing   those   
cases.    

a) Acceptable   mask   information   is   in   the   District   guidelines.   Will   look   to   see   if   
more   clear   information   can   be   provided.   Those   who   struggle   wearing   a   mask   
the   first   step   will   be   to   recognize   that.   Could   look   at   plans   for   mask   breaks.   
Maybe   a   high   interest   mask,   recognition   or   reward   system.   Trying   to   find   a   
positive   way   to   reinforce   behavior   we   want   to   see.     

20. Limits   on   cohort   size.   
a) No   clarification   on   that   yet.   Imagine   we   will   get   an   update   when   we   get   a   

hybrid   update.   
21. With   changing   information,   what   is   the   way   the   District   is   keeping   up   with   

information?   
a) Designated   staff   at   District   to   look   at   updates   under   different   areas.   For   both   

employment,   special   education,   curriculum   and   assessment,   etc.   Very   quick   to   
send   information   to   Principals   and   individual   school   sites.   Also   constantly   
looking   for   information   on   our   own   as   well.     

22. Decision   to   start   setting   dates   before   receiving   input   from   the   Community   was   scary.   
a) Message   was   heard   by   the   District   and   they   have   agreed   to   slow   down   the   

process   and   ensure   we   communicate   details   of   safe   reopening   plans.     
23. When   looking   at   plans   to   reduce   risk   of   transmission   what   is   the   plan   for   that?   What   

will   be   the   process   for   determining   the   risk   and   whether   it   is   worth   proceeding?     
a) Built   into   curriculum   times   to   wash   hands.   Staging   return   to   make   sure   room   

for   social   distancing.   Teachers   will   have   access   to   face   shields   and   dividers.   
Not   having   large   events   with   close   contact.   Recess   will   not   be   traditional   
recess.   For   example,   probably   two   cohorts   out   at   the   same   time   but   in   
designated   areas.   To   the   best   of   our   ability   we   are   creating   conditions   to   keep   
the   risk   as   low   as   possible.     

24. Will   there   be   someone   to   monitor   kids   going   to   the   bathroom   during   class   time.   
a) Do   need   yard   duty   but   will   have   a   different   role   from   the   past.   Need   to   make   

sure   students   are   getting   on   and   off   campus   safely.   Will   have   markings   outside   
the   bathroom   and   a   limit   for   lines.   Haven’t   designated   those   numbers   yet.   Do   
recognize   we   don’t   want   congregating   at   the   bathrooms   and   working   on   plans   
to   address   that.     

25. Will   portable   hand   washing   be   in   place   before   students   come   back.   
a) If   we   need   them   but   almost   all   classrooms   have   sinks   and   soap   but   if   we   need   

them   we   will   add   them.   Some   sinks   require   holding   the   handle   down   to   wash   
hands.   Looking   at   those   sinks,   known   issue,   trying   to   address.    Hand   sanitizer   
also   provided   in   all   classrooms.   

26. Schedule,   2   days   in   person   and   3   days   asynchronous?   
a) Nothing   set   in   stone.   CSD   Reopening   Committee   is   meeting   again   this   weeke   

Next   update   at   the   CSD   Board   meeting   on   October   15th.   We   have   heard   
concerns   around   difficulties   during   asynchronous   days.     

27. Impossible   to   please   everyone.   Lots   of   people   have   various   comfort   levels   which   
could   extend   to   not   having   COVID   around   at   all.   Is   the   District   considering   all   virtual   
options?   

a) Looking   at   how   to   accommodate   the   needs   of   families   not   ready   to   send   their   
kids   back.   Committed   to   find   a   way   to   support   all   those   families   but   it   takes   



time   to   work   through   those   solutions.   Thought   of   leaving   the   current   teacher   
can   be   really   hard   for   families   considering   going   fully   virtual.   A   lot   of   
families   are   ready   for   their   kids   to   come   back.   It   is   hard   on   everyone   to   drag   
things   out   but   we   need   to   ensure   we   are   reopening   safely.     

28. Before   school   started   there   was   an   FAQ   document   for   questions   they   were   getting  
repeatedly.   Might   be   helpful   to   have   something   like   that   which   is   school   specific   
regarding   the   reopening.   Could   help   to   visualize   how   return   will   look.   Push   out   
proactively.   

a) That   is   a   very   helpful   suggestion   and   we   will   start   working   on   that.   
29. People   might   also   like   to   see   people   saying   why   they   do   want   to   go   back,   the   pros   to   

going   back.   
a) There   are   families   that   feel   it   is   safe   enough   to   go   back.   With   the   State   and   

County   saying   that   it   is   ok.   There   are   also   children   really   struggling   with   the   
online   platform   and   feeling   like   the   cost   to   not   go   back   is   really   high.     

30. Some   people   have   children   in   several   other   activities.   Personal   levels   of   safety   at   
home   could   vary   widely.   

a) Can   never   guarantee   what   others   are   going   to   do.   Returning   to   school   has   to   
be   a   personal   risk   factor   assessment.   We   can   put   a   recommendation   out   there   
but   there   is   no   ability   to   micro-manage   that   people   are   following   the   
recommendations.   Need   to   emphasize   social   responsibility.     

31. Can   we   do   our   own   Fammatre   survey?   Branham   families   were   sent   a   specific   survey   
on   how   people   were   feeling,   what   they   were   struggling   with   and   how   the   school   
could   help.     

a) Not   opposed   to   a   survey   but   not   sure   what   purpose   that   would   serve?.   What   
would   we   do   with   that   data   and   how   will   it   inform   next   steps?.   Any   example   
questions   would   be   helpful.   If   it   can   help   students   coming   back   then   it   could   
be   helpful.   

౼ Meeting   adjourned   at   9:31   p.m.   
  

  

Next   Meeting:     
Monday,   November   2,   2020   at   7:00pm  

Go   to     http://www.cambriansd.org/domain/129    for   more   information   on   school   events!   

http://www.cambriansd.org/domain/129
http://www.cambriansd.org/domain/129

